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hello. bonjour.
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A New World of Exhibiting

Introduction

In an everchanging world and so much uncertainty

it is dif�cult for industries and related businesses to

know how to adapt and return to a ‘new normal’.

None more so than the exhibition and events industry.

Opus 3 Creative are focused on supporting our clients

by continuing to provide award winning creative

environments that make every consideration for a 

safe yet welcoming platform. Spacial awareness

through creative architecture and layout - allied to

good planning and following event protocol can 

again provide a stage for new and continued

relationships across the globe. 



Simplify your architecture with creative design and 

layout to provide an engaging environment whilst

considering social distancing restrictions and build

& dismantle times. Each venue and show will 

have different regulations that will impact on how

your space can best be utilised. 
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Simplify your architecture 



With so much news and media coverage it is easy to think that we know 

all the relevant information in respect to keeping well and safe in the current

climate. However - this can vary between each country, state and venue

so it is always prudent to research your destination and its local guidelines.

Opus 3 Creative can assist you in your fact �nding for your speci�c event.  
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Local Protocol

know
the rules!
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Dedicated Meeting Cubicles

Having dedicated space to conduct face-to-face meetings and business 

dicussions provides both host and clients security in their tailored

environment. Bespoke designed zones can be integrated into your booth

space and bene�t from partition screens with individual access/exits, 

branding opportunities and sanitizing equipment
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Meeting Table Dividers

Partition screens can be provided to retain safe interaction across the

business table or reception area. Free-standing units or desk-mounted

screens can provide a safe way to conduct business interactions without

impairment. Each unit also offers options on branding and graphic

messages in conjunction with your event marketing creative.  
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Interactive Kiosks

Dedicated kiosks can provide a safe environment for visitors to 

interact with remote staff to have more in-depth discussions. 

Features can include privacy glass, worktop, large screen, 

sanitiser unit and headsets. Headsets and masks can also 

form part of your event promotional giveaways.

Branded Headphones
& face masks

Double Kiosk Single Kiosk



Maximise your use of technology

to open more opportunities to 

both discuss business and

showcase your products.

Virtual meetings enable more

interaction with live feed to key

personnel that may not be  able to

attend the event. The experience

could go a step further by making

a virtual mannequin of the expert

in place of a standard screen.   
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Virtual Meetings
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Scheduled Meetings

In order to maintain a smooth 

running show - ensure you pre-

arrange your event diary for 

business meetings. This will make 

managing your booth during the 

exhibition easier and control 

the safety aspect - providing you, 

your staff and your customers with 

more con�dence in the process.
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Hosting & Local Sta� 

Hiring of local hosts and staff support at an

event is nothing new - however it is relevant

now  more than ever.

Introducing skilled personnel at the event

location can help minimise your travel and

expenses as well as provide local knowledge

and bridge any language barriers. 
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Customer Engagement

Whatever the platform - it is essential that every effort is made to 

ensure each client gets maximum exposure to new business and 

the best way to do this is via customer engagement. This is relevant

in both live events and via social media to capture an audience

regardless of the market position. Whether it be Virtual or Augmented

experiences, games or competitions - Opus 3 can provide the perfect

solution and offer great ROI. 



Help control and manage attendance to your booth and exhibition area with

strategically placed �oor graphics. Dedicated one-way directional �oor

markers can aid attendees when visiting your space and allow you and your

event staff to properly manage the area whilst focusing traf�c on the key

areas and locations of your display.
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Directional Floor Markers



Provide staff and attendees 

additional sanitising

opportunities throughout your

exhibition environment.

Desktop or free-standing

units can be branded and

positioned in keeping with a

well planned booth route.
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Sanitising Units & consumables
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Self-adhesive �oor directional 
markers to manage traf�c �ow.

Advisory Signage

There are multiple ways to

implement the safety guidance

and procedures in and around

your booth. Options include

roller banners, fabric lightboxes,

hanging signage, desktop cards,

window graphics and Covid 

speci�c graphics.

 



Encourage safety and awareness at the event whilst promoting your brand

through the use of event giveaways - such as hand sanitisers, bottles,

hygiene keys, antibacterial pens, protection packs, hand cream & face masks.

These can be held in prepacked and sealed packages to minimise risk. 
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Event Giveaways

IDENTITY
SAFETY

GIVEAWAYS

BRANDED
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The range of services we o�er include;

Location Research - supporting you and fellow exhibitors with
valuable Destination Management information.
Design - eye catching, engaging, continuity based pavilions and booths.
Technical Drawings - from our skilled team, ensuring all local venue 
regulations are adhered to.
Third Party Communication - regular dialogue with organisers, 
shippers,  hire companies etc.
Graphic Content - our studio provides continuous communication 
throughout the process.
AV and Tech’ Development
visual content, plus updates of new innovative technological 
developments such as AR and VR.
Furniture & Floral - ensuring a fresh look to all furnishings, every time.
Site Services - overseeing the provision of site utilities such as power, 
water  and rigging. Organised by our Project Management team. 
T-I-R - transport, installation and removal labour.
Onsite Support - removing the hassle factor. 
Last Minute Shop - forgotten your stapler, packing tape? We have it 

you by senior staff and director 

Services

covered!

All of the above is handled for 

level on site.

 - supply, install and support of audio 
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International Solutions. Local Knowledge.

USA. United Kingdom. France. Germany. Italy. Poland. South Africa, UAE. Russia. India. Thailand. China, Singapore.

Global Presence
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International Solutions. Local Knowledge.

Global Presence



“Opus 3 creative has some key strengths: Attention to
detail, professionalism, understanding of needs

and wants, providing value adding solutions and creativity.
These along with many others including your winning

attitude make you our supplier of choice.”

Sameer Vyas, Marketing Manager
Trident International Holdings

“As solution oriented professionals, Opus 3 have the savvy
to accommodate our increasingly complex technology
requirements and they never fail to propose superior

design solutions that not only exceed our expectations but
enhance the AQRE brand.”

Karen Attyah, Corporate Communication Director
Al Qudra

“Thanks for all you do to make Crider Foods
look good globally!”

Aaron Schoenenberger – Marketing Director
Crider Foods Inc.

“We had a great show, with really positive comments from
both internaland external stakeholders about the AEG stand.
Please can you pass on our thanks to all the Team as they

put so much effort in to get the stand ready and keep it
looking great…”

Hannah Groves - Senior Customer Marketing Manager
Kitchen Channel, Electrolux/AEG 
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“I have been working with them for the last couple of years
on all of our tradeshows across Europe.

They really have been delivering some amazing results
for us and have become one of our most

valued partners.”

Rommy Peeters, Senior Events Manager EMEA 
Nuance Communications

‘Opus 3 have been a fantastic collaborator offering the
best service and design at very fair prices.

Nothing is too much trouble; their attention to detail is
exemplary.

When the exhibition comes, just turn up and get to work,
everything will have been taken care of.”

Paul Garnham, Managing Director Europe, Africa 
Tyson Foods Europe



T. +44 (0) 1952 883854
E. enquiries@opus3creative.com

www.opus3creative.com 

for taking the time to view our brochure. We would welcome the opportunity 
of working with you at your forthcoming events. 

If there is any aspect that you would like to discuss in further detail,
please don’t hesitate to get in contact.
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